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series. 
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interests include Cretaceous volcanoes of the Balcones 
province, structural sfyles of the West Texas Basin, and 
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STRUCTURAL STYLES OF GROWIH-FAULT 
TRENDS IN TEXAS. 

SOME CASES IN POINT 
Withm the overall theme of Gulf Coast (powth faulting 

si~nificant regional variability exists. Detailed mapping and 
regional seismic interpretation of selected areas in growth 
fault trends of the onshore Texas area (primarily the Wilcox 
and Frio growth-fault trends) documents this variability, 
which can be related to the distribution of oil and gas fields 
and overpressure occurrence. 

Sewral basic styles of growth faulting are observed im 
the Tertiary sequence of the Texas Gulf Coast. The most 
distinctive are &e fault systems, which display a basal 
detachment below highly faulted and rotated, usually sand- 
rich and hvdrocarbon-beacina. strata. Moat slide svstems 
show ra&migrating highsf6hng the bdde ta&nen t  
(South T e x ~  Vicksburg, Sarita. Corsair), but others involve 
dominoatyh extension akin to Great Basin examples 
(Yegua). Other a r m  show rotated blocks on l i  faults 
which may aole into a deep Qlide piane at great depth (Frio 
system). Still other growth faults are only slishtly listric, 
have slight block rotations, and may root at great depth 

(Dewitt W~COX). Other major systems of m t h  faults 
occur o w  shale ridges (bpata Wiix).  Locdiied growth 
faulting also occurs along the margins of salt-or shale. 
withdrawal basins, or as compactional faulting related to 
shale ridges. 

Factora that contmlstructural styles must indudo: the 
nature of the pro-progradation substrate, presence of salt- 
or shale-related bathymetricfeatures of thspaleocontinental 
slope, the rate and spatial variance of sediment loading 01 
the shelf margin, and the relative excess of sedimentation 
over subsidence. Presence of thick mud sequences in the 
substrate favors shale-ridge development and glide-fault 
systems. Slope features locahie the trend of faulting and 
may concentrate it over the slipface of the slow feature. 
The spatial variance of sedimentation may determine the 
geometry of faulting, and also initiate salt or shale move- 
ment. The relative excess of sedimentation over subsidence 
determines the ma&udeand timing of the fault swtoms by 
determining theoverall extent ofshelfmargin progradation. 


